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Abstract Nowadays, clusters of interconnected workstations have become a common solu-
tion for powering large composite displays, or “cluster display walls”, to visualize high
resolution images. Our paper is focused on analyzing a specific cluster display wall devel-
oped by Google, named Liquid Galaxy, made up of heterogeneous commodity hardware
with different degrees of heterogeneity, running master-slave (Google Earth) and client-
server (Quake III Arena) multimedia applications. With this in mind, we define and test
different scenarios, representing the behavior of many kinds of users. Our results show that
the CPU, memory and network are good enough to execute the client-server application,
while, depending on the user behavior, the external network constitutes the bottleneck of the
system in Google Earth. So, the master-slave application has focused our attention. Like-
wise, in order to analyze the users’ point of view when interacting with Google Earth in
the Liquid Galaxy, we define a new metric, named Visualization Rate (VR), which enables
a relationship to be established between the user experience and the platform performance.
In order to set the minimum acceptable value of the VR parameter according to users per-
ception, we carried out different tests with real users. Then, this minimum threshold was
compared with the VR value obtained from the automated benchmarking performed after-
wards on clusters with different heterogeneity degrees. Finally, we analyzed the VR trend
when the Liquid Galaxy is scaled from 3 up to 8 nodes in both the homogeneous and
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, new trends in information and communication technologies, storage density and
increasingly sophisticated data acquisition technologies have led to an explosion in data
size. In order to find patterns of knowledge to this huge data sets, new visualization methods
are arising [4].
A current method for visualizing large-scale data sets consists of using a display-wall
based infrastructure, in which various screens are distributed in tiles connected to a single
computer using multiple video outputs. The main problem that arises when using display
walls is that the images are stretched, as resolution of a single screen is resized to fit all
the screens together. Furthermore, specialized video processors may be needed to manage
a large video wall, raising the price of the system. To bypass this problem, a cluster-based
display wall is proposed, in which each screen is served by a computer. Some examples are
CAVE [5] and GeoWall [18].
Cluster-based solutions to create large displays have recently generated a lot of interest
[24]. Such displays have the potential to put high-performance visualization within more
users’ reach. These systems consist of a number of commodity PCs that are interconnected
over a LAN or via low-latency networks like the Myrinet. Thus, visualization of the images
across screens in cluster display walls is carried out by synchronizing the computers to pass
the data between them. Nowadays, besides the fact that conventional PCs can be equipped
with powerful consumer graphics cards with multiple outputs, the availability of software
packages for clusters makes setting up cluster display walls affordable. Upgrading a cluster
based display wall is as easy as upgrading the individual nodes in the cluster. So,cluster-
based displays are affordable, scalable in resolution and easy to maintain. This opens a
wide range of new possibilities for using them in day-to-day scenarios in such areas as
entertainment, finance or education.
The majority of applications executed in a cluster-based display follow two approaches
[3]: master-slave and client-server. In the master-slave applications, the dataset is mirrored
across all the nodes and multiple instances of a program run in parallel, one on each node,
being the master who synchronizes all the nodes; whereas in the client-server approach,
the server runs a different instance of the program executed by the clients, distributing
appropriate data to each client node and performing the synchronization among the client
nodes.
This paper analyzes the use of a specific cluster display wall hemisphere infrastruc-
ture developed by Google, named Liquid Galaxy [8], running both kinds of applications,
a video-game as a client-server and the well-known Google Earth application [9], which
is an example of a master-slave application. The Liquid Galaxy system is made up of
eight displays, each connected to a computer node, and that provide an immersive geo-
graphic visualization. Figure 1 shows the Google Liquid Galaxy infrastructure installed in
the Technological Park in the city of Lleida (Spain) [27].
Taking into account the architecture of Liquid Galaxy and its possibilities, this paper ana-
lyzes the viability of building this kind of infrastructure by adding some already-available
PCs, thus decreasing its price drastically and extending its use to new groups of potential
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Fig. 1 Lleida Liquid Galaxy
users. To do so, we built a new cluster display wall infrastructure with different heteroge-
neous configurations to identify the relationship between performance and user behavior
according to the degree of heterogeneity of the system.
With this aim, the paper analyzes the main performance metrics of CPU, memory and
networking by running a client-server and a master-slave application. We observe that
client-server applications have an homogeneous consumption of these computing resources,
independently of the user’s behavior. However, master-slave applications present significant
variability in resource consumption during execution depending on the user’s activity. Due
to that, the paper is focused in master-slave by carrying out a detailed performance analy-
sis of Google Earth running in the Liquid Galaxy The results show that a cluster display
wall composed of conventional desktop computers provides enough CPU and memory to
execute Google Earth. However, networking constitutes an important issue, as we identify
user behavior as the determining factor in the bandwidth requirements. We also define a
new parameter, named Visualization Rate (VR), which enables the system performance to
be related to the level of satisfaction of a user of the system. In order to set the minimum
threshold of the VR parameter acceptable to users, we performed tests with real users to see
what their behavior was. Taking these tests into account, the minimum VR value accepted
by real users was set at 30 %. This allows the performance of the system to be evaluated in
terms of user satisfaction in relation to the degree of heterogeneity. Our results show that
VR is directly related to the average CPU power of the system and is negatively affected by
the slowest CPU. Taking the VR parameter into account, we also analyzed the user percep-
tion when the cluster display wall infrastructure is scaled from 3 up to 8 nodes, which is the
standard size set by Google to create an immersive experience. The results obtained reveal
that scalability is affected by bandwidth; so a maximum number of nodes to maintain the
VR above an acceptable level of 30 % is established.
The paper is structured as following. Section 2 presents the background of cluster visu-
alization systems. Section 3 describes the case study of Liquid Galaxy. In Section 4, the
performance parameters of the Liquid Galaxy infrastructure built with commodity hardware
are evaluated and performance issues are also identified. Section 5 analyzes user behavior
in the Google Earth application in Liquid Galaxy using both homogeneous and heteroge-
neous systems. This section also includes scalability studies, increasing the number of nodes
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in the clusters from 3 up to 8. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future
directions.
2 Background of cluster visualization systems
Cluster-based display walls can provide cost-effective and scalable displays with high res-
olution and large display area, making them suitable for a wide range of applications with
a requirement for high resolution. As a consequence, this has arisen the interest of the sci-
entific community, proposing a wide range of new cluster-based display wall platforms
together with software frameworks oriented towards handling the details of synchronizing
and distributing the rendering tasks across these nodes [4, 21]. Current cluster display wall
infrastructures include: CAVE [5], an immersive environment which simulates a cave, a
room where all the walls are being projected; GeoWall [18], a set of tiled 3D displays on
a solid structure making a wall; ViewDock TDW [20], a computing cluster connected to a
tiled display wall used in drug discovery and Liquid Galaxy [8], a set of tiled displays form-
ing a hemisphere to provide immersivity when running Google Earth. This fast evolution of
cluster display walls, together with the commercial explosion of the thin-bezel LCD panels
with built-in support for stereoscopic 3D, has presented the opportunity to build hybrid-
reality environments, which combine the benefits of immersive virtual reality and large
cluster display wall environments [28]. There are also many works focused on enabling
collaboration between users through screen sharing in the same room using display walls.
These include SAGE [29], a number of rendering resources connected over the network and
Dynamo [17], an interactive surface that allows sharing, displaying and exchanging media
with other people in the room.
As listed, there are many types of visualization systems, but depending on the configu-
ration of the system and the communication protocol to be applied, we can differentiate the
following two cluster display wall architectures [33].
– Client-server: In the client-server model (Fig. 2a), there are two sides of the application
running on the system. The server is running the server-side application (APP-server),
Fig. 2 Cluster display wall architectures
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which is the main application, and which stores and refreshes the clients’ status. Each
client runs an instance of the client-side application (APP-client), which is connected
to the server and modifies their status and/or some of the content of the APP-server.
The user can choose one of the client nodes to interact with.
This architecture can be used to execute both interactive and non-interactive
applications. Interactive applications are those that allow a user to access a client node
and modify its status. When a client’s status is changed, consequently, the client node
will send the changes to the server making the others clients fetch these new data
modified by any client. OptiPlanet [31], Equalizer [7], Chromium [14] and CGLX [6]
are examples of interactive applications to be executed in a cluster display wall envi-
ronment. Non-interactive applications do not usually allow any changes by the user,
although, in the case that the user could make some, these would not affect either
the server or the other clients. An example of a non-interactive application is Video
Streaming.
– Master-slave: In the master-slave architecture (Fig. 2b), each node runs the same appli-
cation (APP) and the master must manage the synchronization among slaves to ensure
consistency. The master is the only node that accepts user input. Thus, the user only
interacts with this node, and every time the master modifies its status, it sends the
changes to the slaves. Applications for this kind of architecture are usually interactive,
such as Google Earth.
This paper is focused on the performance analysis of both kinds of architectures built
by means of a Liquid Galaxy platform with different degrees of heterogeneity and imple-
mented with commodity PCs. To the best of our knowledge, only Nirnimesh et al. [24] have
tackled the development and analysis of a cluster-display wall, named Garuda, made up of
commodity PCs. In contrast to Liquid Galaxy, Garuda is a homogeneous client-server based
display wall oriented towards rendering any application built using the Open Scene Graph
(OSG) [26].
In addition, we are interested in finding a quantitative measure to establish a relationship
between the performance issues and the real perception of a user of this kind of platform.
In general, in the literature, this relationship is settled with qualitative parameters. This
is the case of Ball and North [1], where they address the study of user behavior on high
resolution tiled displays to be used as personal desktop computing. They focus in measuring
qualitatively the interaction of users with this kind of platform, whereas we are interested
in defining a performance metric to relate it to the real user’s perception of a master-slave
application, such as Google Earth, running on the Liquid Galaxy platform
Only few works evaluate performance based on quantitative approaches. They are mainly
based on measuring the FPS (Frames per second) [24, 30, 33]. However, this measure is
not suitable in our context given that the FPS can only be obtained from specific graphics
cards; while our purpose is building a system with off-the-shelf hardware under a Linux
environment. Thus, we propose to evaluate the hardware performance focusing in CPU
consumption, which is a measure that can be easily obtained from any kind of platform.
In addition, Liu et al. [22] compare physical navigation in a wall in contrast with a virtual
navigation in a desktop for data manipulation tasks by means of quantitative parameters,
such as task completion or physical movements of the participants in front of the wall.
Unlike this work, we are interested in obtaining a metric which gives a relation between
hardware performance and user satisfaction.
In the next section, we present the characteristics of the Liquid Galaxy system and how
it works under the two described architectures.
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3 Liquid Galaxy system
Liquid Galaxy [8] is a cluster display wall, that started as a Google project, made up by a
custom amount of computers, where every node has a single monitor. The Liquid Galaxy
system is originally built to run Google Earth [9] in order to create an immersive experience
for the user. Liquid Galaxy lets you navigate around the globe with its 6-axis controller,
allowing you to instantly zoom in, zoom out, and turn in a completely fluid motion. You can
also search and navigate to specific locations automatically using an optional touch-screen
interface. However, the immersive visualization environment of Liquid Galaxy opens up this
kind of system to be used in a wide range of applications that can benefit from this feature.
Some examples of applications that can be run in this system are WebGL applications like
Aquarium [12] or Peruse-a-rue [10], video streaming [34] and video-games like Quake III
Arena [25].
Every node is connected to the same network and nodes share a distributed cache named
Squid [32], included in the Liquid Galaxy repository. This is used to cache http objects for
repetitive use, thus, improving throughput, as Internet data requests would be reduced.
Whenever cache is needed, the nodes must be built with Solid-State Disks (SSDs). This
is imperative when the internet traffic is heavy, as it reduces significantly the time of visual-
ization of the multimedia applications that require this technique. This requirement is very
important when a lot of data is passed between nodes and low access time to the disks is
required.
To provide an easier use of the cluster, configurations and scripts, which are not listed
here but can be found on the Liquid Galaxy official page from Google [11], are installed
and enable the Liquid Galaxy to be used as a single system, instead of different computers,
in a feasible way.
The interaction with the system can be carried out with different devices depending on
the application: Mouse & keyboard, 3D SpaceNavigator, Leapmotion, Myo, etc. Although
this can be achieved, some technical configuration may be required in order to install
these peripherals correctly. Additionally, a web administration tool is present on the Liquid
Galaxy allowing external access from another computer, tablet, phone or device that has a
browser.
Next subsections describe the workflow of two kinds of representative applications,
where the Liquid Galaxy System is used as a client-server or master-slave architecture.
3.1 Client-server work-flow
One kind of application that run in client-server mode is video-games, not mattering if the
game is programmed specifically for a Liquid Galaxy system or not, as they all rely on
a server for synchronization. As a representative case, we will explain how a First Person
Shooter game works on the Liquid Galaxy.
These applications have two types of nodes: server and clients. The server can be a
computer located in the same or different network or via Internet, but also the same node
can handle server and client applications. There is only one server, which runs a server-side
application of the game on which it is stored information about the clients connected to it.
This information may contain data about the players as position, camera position, name,
weapon, team and also events happening in the game like team scores, time limit, etc.
The clients run a client-side application that has all the assets to be visualized, updating
the different elements of the game based on events received by the server. Clients can change
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the server data, which will provoke the server to broadcast that information to suitable
clients (e.g. position of the players in the team to the radar).
The workflow of this kind of application running under the Liquid Galaxy system,
depicted in Fig. 3, has the following steps:
(1) Whenever there is a change in the clients (such as movement, team change or item
pickup), an event is prepared to be sent to the server.
(2) The server node receives the events and updates its status.
(3) The server sends only the suitable information that has been updated to the other
clients.
(4) Every client receives the information and updates their game status to the new changes
to be synchronized.
Most of the video-games that run under this architecture follow the same procedure. In
this paper, we will analyze the Quake III Arena as a specific and representative case of a
First Person Shooter game.
3.2 Master-slave work-flow
Figure 4 depicts the workflow of the Liquid Galaxy while running Google Earth. We can see
that each node runs the Google Earth application (GE) and the user only interacts with the
master node by means of a 3D mouse. Each movement of the mouse makes the master node
launch a synchronization protocol that consists of the following steps, indicated in Fig. 4:
(1) The master node captures the coordinates (Coords) of the position in Google Earth
indicated by the user. These coordinates are codified in an UDP packet, named
ViewSync, which contains the following information from the view in the application:
counter, latitude, longitude, altitude, heading, tilt, roll, time start, time end and planet
name.
Fig. 3 Liquid Galaxy architecture running Quake III Arena
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Fig. 4 Liquid Galaxy architecture running Google Earth
(2) When the master’s view is moved, it sends ViewSync packets to broadcast with the
objective of sending it to all the nodes in the network.
(3) Every slave node has a configuration file, which holds an offset from the original mas-
ter’s view. When the slaves receive ViewSync packets from the master, they calculate
and adjust their relative view by adding the local offset.
(4) Every node accesses Internet with its own coordinates to download the required data
(maps, imagery, 3D layer, etc.) independently from the other nodes.
4 Performance evaluation
Performance of the Liquid Galaxy system running a client-server and a master-slave appli-
cation was evaluated under the following parameters: CPU, RAM and network traffic. The
experimentation platform is a homogeneous cluster display wall made up of 3 nodes. Each
node is composed of an Intel Core i5 3GHz, with 2x4GB RAM 1600 MHz, SSD 128GB,
NVidia GT620 and a 32” screen. Note that we used a size of 3 nodes because the width of
three 32” displays, the size used in this experimentation, covers the human 60 horizontal
viewing angle from a distance of 1m [15].
This platform was built with off-the-shelf hardware to evaluate the viability of using
general-purpose platforms to visualize high-resolution images in a cluster-based way.
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4.1 Quake III arena video-game
Quake III Arena was studied as a representative case of a client-server application in order
to analyze the performance issues while running it on Liquid Galaxy. In this case, the server
is always transmitting the position of every player to the others, no matter how far they are.
Thus, all the synchronization is performed only between the server and the clients, nothing
is transmitted between clients.
The procedure to provide an immersive experience with Quake III in the Liquid Galaxy
was to connect all the nodes to a local server and then set the middle node to be the actual
player, while the other nodes are just spectators of that player with a view offset depending
on the physical position inside the cluster. The server was set to local in order to avoid the
high latency of Internet network.
The initial test had a duration of 60s and was performed in the map Q3DM6 with 5
players being controlled by the game, also called bots, and a Liquid Galaxy system of 3
nodes, which is translated into a real player with 2 spectators.
4.1.1 Experimental results
The analysis of CPU, memory and network traffic consumption obtained for the Quake III
Arena game shown the same results for all the client nodes. Thus, we are going to present
the obtained results for the server node and only one of the clients.
Regarding to the percentage of CPU usage, it can be appreciated that in Fig. 5 there is
very low CPU usage on the server and the clients. We can see as the server has slightly
higher CPU consumption than the clients, given that it has to broadcast all the events to the
clients. Although the CPU load will be proportional to the number of players, such as the
studies of Barri et al. [2] have stated, it will never represent a significant amount of CPU
load. On the other hand, the client CPU load has low consumption independently of the
number of players.
For the Memory usage, Fig. 6 shows that the application loads all of its assets when
joining the game and, from then, the memory remains constant throughout the game.
As for the Network traffic, the test was performed placing the server inside the same
LAN, so no external traffic is involved. This also means that Squid cache is unused, given
that any data is downloaded from the Internet. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the traffic is purely
Fig. 5 Percentage of CPU usage - Quake
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Fig. 6 Memory usage - Quake
synchronization without high-weight packets being sent. This means that the bandwidth of
the connection is not as important as the latency or better known as ping between server and
clients.
The obtained results show that a medium-quality hardware system is enough for this
kind of application, as they have an homogeneous and low consumption of CPU, memory
and network traffic and, so, there is no sign of any problem with the visualization system.
Note, that other client-server applications tested in this experimentation, such as Peruse-a-
rue (a modified version of Google Street View for Liquid Galaxy), behave the same way.
According to this, the remaining of the paper is focused on the study of Google Earth as the
representative case of master-slave applications.
4.2 Google Earth application
Experimentation was carried out to measure and categorize the overhead produced by the
use of Google Earth, a master-slave application, in Liquid Galaxy in order to show the
resource requirements in normal displacements around the globe.
For the application under study, the requirements for computing resources vary with
the environment to be visualized. Thus, in order to have different environments to test, we
Fig. 7 Internal networking - Quake
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measured the following three environments, illustrated in Fig. 8, with significant differences
in the number of high-defined 3D buildings to be visualized:
– City (Barcelona, Spain): A high-density place made up of 3D buildings.
– Town (Horsens, Denmark): A low-to medium-density place that combines zones with
a few 3D buildings and areas without them.
– Desert (Sahara, NW Sudan): A low-resolution area without any 3D buildings to be
loaded.
In each environment, or tour, the user moves throughout eight specific points of interest
with a previously-established time intervals between consecutive jumps. We distinguish the
following two intervals:
– Short time jumps: the time interval was set at 30 seconds.
– Long time jumps: the time interval was set at 60 seconds.
A wide range of time intervals was tested and the minimum interval chosen was 30
seconds as this is the minimum amount that allows us to differentiate the performance across
all the tours in our current system configuration. Also, a lower interval does not allow all
the requested data to download fully from the Internet. The interval of 60 seconds allows us
to see when the system is in a full idle position.
Additionally, we carried out the experimentation with the Squid cache turned on and also
off to evaluate its effect on the performance of the system.
Under the presented experimentation framework, the key computing resources, CPU,
memory and networking, were monitored using the Top and Tshark (Command-line based
Wireshark) tools.
4.2.1 Experimental results
Both the master and slave nodes were monitored in our experimentation. The results
obtained showed that the master and the slave nodes behave the same way. Thus, only the
results for the master node are presented.
Figure 9 shows the percentage of CPU usage for the three described environments and
both timing jumps having the Squid on. In both cases, a clear difference between the
three environments can be seen. In the case of the desert tour, there were many idle inter-
vals because it lacked 3D buildings and had a low-resolution imagery. This made the time
interval between jumps to be long enough to allow the images to load fully. In the other
environments, the city and town, similar behavior can be seen in the CPU usage, because
both contained 3D buildings. However, due to the higher density of 3D buildings in the city,
the system needed more CPU to render all the visual data, giving higher peaks in the CPU
use. According to the CPU results, it can be seen that there is no need for the nodes to have
Fig. 8 Images of the three tested environments
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Fig. 9 Percentage of CPU usage - Squid ON
a very high-performance CPU, given that the average usage was below 40 % in all cases.
Nevertheless, the time between jumps is determinant for fully visualizing the images of the
environment. From now on, the results for the 60-seconds test are presented because they
permit better visualization of the differences between the tested environments.
Another parameter studied was the memory usage throughout the test. This is shown
in Fig. 10. All tests proved that the RAM always increases moderately regardless of the
environment and the timing jump. Memory will always be reserved at the same rate until
the limit established by the application is reached (in this case, 1500 MB), at which point
the OS will free memory pages. This limit is always less than the total memory available.
A key performance parameter is the network usage because Google Earth has a heavy
data request from the Internet and many internal synchronization packets per second.
Figure 11 presents the network graph measured in kilobytes/s. It shows the external traffic
(the data downloaded from the Internet) and the Squid internal traffic (that shows how data
is passed between nodes). From the results of both graphs in Fig. 11, it can be observed
that, despite having the Squid cache activated, we can still perceive that data was still down-
loaded externally whenever a request was made to change position. This happened because
Squid only has an average of 20 % cache hits, leading the nodes to download new data when
the next place to visit had not been cached. We can also note that the desert tour had a lower
data request because it had no 3D buildings and only low-resolution maps to download.
There was also a common starting peak in both graphs and all the tours. This initial peak
Fig. 10 Memory usage - Squid ON
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Fig. 11 External and internal networking - Squid ON
appeared because the tour started with a general view of the Earth before moving to the first
coordinate and, thus all the data had to be loaded until the first position was reached.
To help us to understand how much the proxy cache influences the system, we performed
the same tests with Squid disabled. Figure 12 shows the external networking when Squid
was disabled. If we compare it with the external traffic when Squid was enabled (Fig. 11
top), at first glance there seems to be no difference, although the download time is seen to
be somewhat longer. This is very important, because it tells us that when Squid was enabled,
it shortens the download time from the Internet, which is where we detected a bottleneck.
Figure 13 shows the CPU usage when Squid was disabled. If we compare this with the
same case with Squid enabled (Fig. 9 bottom), we can see that there was longer activity
of the CPU than when Squid was enabled, but with a lower load. This was because the
required data had to be downloaded from the Internet without the help of Squid, as we saw
in the networking graph. This means that the data downloaded slower and the CPU was be
rendering all the data until the download had been completed, meaning lower but longer
CPU usage.
The behavior of memory performance was the same when Squid was enabled as when it
was off, so there is no need to present that graph.
The performance results obtained in this section reveal that the CPU, memory and local
network were powerful enough to visualize images with different densities of 3D buildings;
while the external network bandwidth was the real bottleneck of the system. Therefore, user
Fig. 12 External networking - Squid Off
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Fig. 13 Percentage of CPU usage - Squid Off
navigation behavior constitutes the determinant factor for being able to load all the required
data. So, the next section analyzes the behavior of real users in this kind of system.
5 User experience related to performance
With the evaluation of the performance based on the elements of system configuration, we
were able to verify that the cluster, built with commodity hardware, had enough computing
capacity to run and visualize Google Earth. However, the user is at the other side of the
system, so, an additional aspect that is important to consider is what the user experience is,
related to performance, when using this kind of application in a cluster visualization system.
User eXperience (UX) is a widely-used term that deals with the person’s perceptions of,
and responses to, use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or service [16]. UX is a
complex term mainly studied in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Human Fac-
tors fields as a consequence of a user’s internal state (predispositions, expectations, needs,
motivation, mood, etc.), the characteristics of the designed system (e.g. complexity, purpose,
usability, functionality, etc.) and the context (or the environment) within which the interac-
tion occurs (e.g. organizational/social setting, meaningfulness of the activity, willingness of
use, etc. [13]). Therefore, as related researchers assert, evaluating UX is no easy task and
frequently ”traditional” usability (the extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specific
context of use [16]) evaluation techniques are used to measure UX. The focus of the present
paper is not the evaluation of the whole UX, but is centered on knowing some aspects of the
UX usability attributes of our system. For this reason, we propose a new quantitative metric
to assess effectiveness and efficiency usability attributes and, for the satisfaction attribute,
we will carry out a non-formal user test evaluation (also known as ”guerrilla HCI” [23] or
”Discount usability testing” [19]). According to this, we analyze the minimum satisfaction
threshold of real users in relation to this new metric and discuss its evolution according to
different configurations of the Liquid Galaxy system.
Other works of the literature that measure performance quantitatively in multimedia
applications are mainly based on the FPS (Frames per Second). However, as Nvidia graphics
drivers do not allow monitoring this parameter under average means, FPS is not a suitable
measure in our environment. In order to allow FPS to be monitored in Linux, the system
had to have a Nvidia Quadro graphics card installed (asked directly to Nvidia), in which it
was not the case of our system as we built up a commodity hardware cluster. So, in order
to relate the hardware performance metrics analyzed with the user experience through this
paper, we should be able to know when the current view of Google Earth has been loaded
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completely. The two main parameters that could give this information were CPU load and
network traffic. We found a relation between these two parameters: the data being down-
loaded is processed by the CPU, thus, when the CPU stops working, it means that the
images have been loaded. Because of this, we defined the new quantitative measure, named
Visualization Rate (VR), based on the CPU usage.
5.1 Visualization rate (VR)
Taking into account that the CPU usage tells us when the visualization items have been
loaded, we defined the new parameter, called Visualization Rate (VR), as a CPU usage
percentage to determine indirectly how satisfied a user is with the visualization and waiting
times of the application running on the system being used. To calculate the VR, we looked
at when the CPU usage dropped below 5 %, (the CPU is considered to be idle below 5 %)
in relation to the total time of the test.
According to this, VR was calculated as the average CPU idle time for a cluster of n








where T idlei is the amount of time when the CPU is idle in node i and T total is the
total time of the test. Note that when VR is near 100 %, it denotes a high visualization rate
and so, good user perception as images are fully visualized, while having VR equal to 0 %
means that the data has not been fully loaded.
5.2 Discount usability tests
The visualization time is a subjective parameter, which means that the minimum accept-
able VR value depends on each user. So, in order to obtain this minimum acceptable VR
value, we carried out a discount usability test with 86 volunteers. They were visitors to the
fair Euskal Encounter fair (https://www.euskal.org/), where a homogeneous Liquid Galaxy
was exhibited. Note that while using discount usability testing [19], we cannot completely
answer such questions as, ”How usable is this system?” or ”What is the UX level of the
system?”. Nevertheless, it provides a quick and non-formal way of observing people using
our system. According to our aims, their first usages and impressions were enough for our
purposes.
Table 1 shows the Multimedia eXperience Level (MXL) of people involved in the test,
grouped by age. Users were asked about their MXL with an orientative value from 1 to 5
(1 being the lowest value and 5 the highest) that indicates the familiarity of the users using
multimedia applications.
As could be expected, we can observe in the Table 1 that the lower the age of the partici-
pants in the test, the higher their familiarity with using multimedia applications. In general,
we can see that the majority of the participants had a MXL in a range between 3 and 4,
which is logical if we take into account that the encounter was oriented towards computer
enthusiasts.
The test consisted on presenting six locations in a guided tour of the city of New York,
where the task for each user was to press a key when he/she wanted to go on to the next point
on the tour. The reason for choosing New York is that we wanted to draw the user’s attention
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Table 1 MXL in relation to age
ranges MXL
Age Range 1 2 3 4 5
12-16 – – 2 5 3
17-24 – – 4 7 7
25-35 – 2 7 8 4
36-50 1 7 10 5 2
51-75 5 3 3 1 –
towards the city as a famous place with very important points of interest (POI) that any user
is willing to see. We asked the volunteers to do the tour with no time-limit, spending as
much time as they would like looking at the buildings. In addition, we told them to only go
to the next location when they were bored with the current one. This method would tell us
how long a person usually spent on each point of the tour in a real environment, giving us
real VR values to match our performance metrics.
Figure 14 shows the results for the test with users, grouped by their MXL category,
showing the mean and deviation of the time spent by every MXL group at each of the six
points on the New York tour. As a guideline, it also shows a horizontal line indicating the
time needed to load each of the points on the tour. Given that the city of New York has a
higher density of 3D buildings than the three benchmarking tours described in Section 4
(Barcelona, Horsens and Sahara), the loading time of New York was much longer.
According to the values obtained, users can be grouped into two sets:
– Group 1 (MXL1-2): This includes people with low technological skills but with a high
attraction to this. The technology is more impressive to them or they are more interested
in the tour. So, they spent longer time looking at each location.
Fig. 14 Discount usability test
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– Group 2 (MXL3-5): This includes young people but also those with high multimedia
experience or knowledge of multimedia applications. In general, they do not wait long
enough to visualize the data completely loaded because they are too impatient or non-
motivated. It is worth pointing out that people with higher MXL do not usually expect to
be amazed by this kind of application. Therefore, their interest towards the multimedia
environment is low and they give lower visualization times. This statement also affects
young people as their MXL tends to be very high or they are too impatient.
Both groups follow a homogeneous pattern of visualization in a way that if one group
tended to spend less time than another at a given point in the tour, this trend would be fol-
lowed throughout all the points. In general, we noticed that the users were more interested
in the points of “Central Park”, “Liberty Island”, “Brooklyn Bridge” and “Empire State”, as
they spent more time to visualizing them compared with their loading time. This confirms
that if someone is interested in a place, he/she will spend more time visualizing this. Like-
wise, the graph also shows that some people did not need all the data to be downloaded in
order to visualize it comfortably, which means that lower VR values would be acceptable.
Regarding the deviations, there were greater deviations in the MXL4 and MXL5 groups.
This was because many of the users from those groups were younger and behaved
unpredictably, such as skipping the tour fast.
From the visualization times shown in the Fig. 14, we calculated the related values of
the VR parameter. Table 2 shows the VR parameter for every MXL and the average (AVG)
for each point of the tour. From Table 2, we can see that high VR values were achieved
in the points with interest on the tour (Central Park, Liberty Island, Brooklyn Bridge and
Empire State) and for the groups of people with low MXL. Likewise, it is worth pointing
out a particular behavior for this specific tour. On one hand, given the high density of 3D
buildings in New York, the points chosen need a long time to fully load. On the other hand,
they let the users imagine their content while they were still loading. Therefore, the VR
values obtained for this specific tour were lower than the ones obtained from other tours
with a lower density of 3D buildings.
In order to obtain the minimum VR value accepted by real users, we took the values
obtained for the points with most interest specified before. This is because we assume that a
habitual user of a cluster display wall is a person who is expecting to see a specific image in
high resolution and, as a consequence, those points with less interest are not representative
for our purposes. According to this, we chose a VR = 30 % as the minimum acceptable VR
value for users. This value corresponds to the average value for the Central Park point and
is the minimum VR average among the four points of most interest (Central Park, Liberty
Island, Brooklyn Bridge and Empire State). We use this value as a reference in further
studies shown in this paper.
Table 2 VR for every MXL
category MXL1 MXL2 MXL3 MXL4 MXL5 AVG
CentralPark 41 % 51 % 21 % 21 % 16 % 30 %
LibertyIsland 72 % 86 % 35 % 26 % 36 % 51 %
Brooklyn 33 % 26 % 4 % 0 % 0 % 13 %
BrooklynBridge 69 % 65 % 40 % 25 % 15 % 43 %
UnionSquare 35 % 32 % 16 % 14 % 0 % 19 %
EmpireState 67 % 64 % 41 % 29 % 25 % 45 %
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5.3 Benchmarking tests
Having defined our new parameter and set the VR minimum threshold, we performed tests
for both homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters using the automated scripts described in
Section 4 to simulate the user behavior. This gives an understanding of the performance
of the Liquid Galaxy system in relation to several scenarios with different densities of 3D
buildings and patterns of users.
5.3.1 Homogeneous system
The homogeneous cluster used in this experimentation was made up of a variable number
of nodes, from 3 to 8, where each node had the configuration described in Section 4.
Table 3 shows the impact that the type of environment, the timing jump and the proxy
cache have on the VR metric, when we used our benchmarking tours in a cluster of 3 nodes.
It is worth remarking that there was a noticeable difference between each tour, which tells
us that the type of environment is very important because the more 3D buildings that have
to be rendered, the lower the VR is.
Additionally, it can be observed that the short-timing jump gave a lower VR value, so,
the user had little time to visualize the images fully. In fact, there were lower values than
the minimum threshold of 30% that we defined. This means that the user may not be very
satisfied with the visualization of these tours. For this reason, we can state that the timing
jump set as 30 seconds is too short, as the table shows values lower than 30% for this in the
case of the city and town tours.
Another important parameter to be considered is whether Squid is enabled or disabled,
because the Squid ON reduces the external downloaded traffic and images can be visualized
faster, thus increasing the VR value. This improvement due to the Squid ON is perfectly
visible in Table 3.
In order to analyze how performance parameters behave for bigger platforms, we ana-
lyzed scalability, in terms of VR, when the number of nodes increases from 3 to 8
nodes.
Table 4 shows the results obtained in the scalability study with Squid ON. In general, we
can see that the overall VR decreases when the number of nodes increases. This happens
because the broadband connection is a fixed resource and the bandwidth must be divided
between the nodes. Thus, the incoming input of data to be processed by each node per
unit of time is diminished and, as a consequence, the rendering time is lengthened. So, the
acceptable number of nodes is determined by the type of Internet connection.
As was expected, we can see how Short Timing Jumps obtained an unacceptable VR for
the City and Town Tours. On the other hand, a Long Timing Jump of 60 seconds is enough
to scale the cluster up to 8 nodes whenever the rendering images are not extremely heavy,
such as in the Town and Desert cases are; while it is not sufficient for the City tour case.
Table 3 VR obtained from
benchmarking tests Short timing jump (30s) Long timing jump (60s)
City Town Desert City Town Desert
Squid ON 15 % 27 % 57 % 48 % 56 % 78 %
Squid OFF 11 % 24 % 45 % 39 % 50 % 72 %
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Table 4 VR related to scalability
Short timing jump (30s) Long timing jump (60s)
Node City Town Desert City Town Desert
3 15 % 27 % 57 % 48 % 56 % 78 %
5 5 % 22 % 50 % 31 % 52 % 77 %
8 2 % 14 % 46 % 14 % 36 % 68 %
Therefore, whenever the images to be rendered are heavy, a Timing Jump longer than 60
seconds would be needed.
It is also worth pointing out that when the number of nodes is scaled, not all the nodes
load the Internet data at the same time, and there is a slight delay of 3 seconds between the
central and extreme nodes of the cluster. This delay can influence the VR value but not the
real user perception, given that the user focuses on the central nodes and does not give much
importance to the extreme nodes. As explained previously, the VR is averaged from all the
nodes in the cluster without taking their position into account. With this fact in mind, we
can say that the user can have a better perception of the multimedia application using more
displays with the same VR value.
After studying the scalability of this specific cluster display wall, we can say that the
bandwidth of the Internet connection is a bottleneck, as it limits the speed of renderization.
5.4 Heterogeneous system
In order to extend the usage of a cluster display wall to a wider set of people, we are inter-
ested in building a low-cost system. In this context, a real usage cluster would be built with
different kinds of nodes, assembling a heterogeneous cluster. According to this, we specified
different configurations of Liquid Galaxy setups on which the different tests were carried
out. Each configuration was made up of n commodity PCs chosen from the list of nodes
given in Table 5. For each kind of node used in this experimentation, Table 5 shows its iden-
tifier Ni , hardware specification, benchmarking time Ti in seconds and relative power Wi . It
is worth pointing out that the hardware specification of each node was above the minimum
required by Google to run Google Earth.
The benchmarking time Ti was obtained by running two different Benchmarks in the
node Ni , TFPU and TInteger , these being the FPU Raytracing and CPU N-Queens from the
hardinfo tools, respectively. Each Ti was calculated as follows:
Ti = 0.80 ∗ TFPU + 0.20 ∗ TInteger (2)
where the weight assigned to each benchmark was obtained by monitoring the Floating
Point and Integer instructions when a standard user was navigating with Google Earth
running in the Liquid Galaxy cluster.
The relative power Wi shows the power of the node Ni in relation to the fastest node in




where Ti was the benchmarking time of node Ni and Tmin, the lowest benchmarking time
from all the nodes shown in Table 5 (11.5 seconds in this case).
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Table 5 Kinds of nodes
Node (Ni ) Characteristics Ti (s) Wi
N1 i5 3330 @ 3GHz (4 cores), nVidia GeForce GT620, 20.15 0.57
8GB RAM 1600MHz, SSD
N2 i5 3330 @ 2.4GHz (4 cores), nVidia GeForce GT620, 25.24 0.46
8GB RAM 1600MHz, SSD
N3 i5 3330 @ 2GHz (4 cores), nVidia GeForce GT620, 30.75 0.37
8GB RAM 1600MHz, SSD
N4 Intel Xeon @ 3.4GHz (4 cores), nVidia GeForce GT420, 11.5 1
6GB RAM 1333MHz, SSD
N5 i5 3470 @ 3.2GHz (4 cores), MESA DRI Intel IvyBridge, 17.58 0.65
4GB RAM 1600MHz, HDD
N6 AMD Athlon 64 3500+ (1 core), ATI RS480, 36.22 0.32
1GB RAM 400MHz, HDD
N7 Core2 Duo @ 3.00GHz (2 cores), Intel 4 Series Graphics, 21.13 0.54
4GB RAM 1300MHz, HDD
Table 6 shows the different Liquid Galaxy configurations used throughout this experi-
mentation sorted by their Heterogeneous Degree. The following information is shown for
each configuration:
– n: number of nodes in the cluster
– Het Degree: Heterogeneous Degree parameter that shows how different the nodes are






n − 1 , (4)
where n is the number of nodes in the cluster, Wi is the relative power of node Ni and
Wmax is the relative power of the fastest node in the cluster. Note that a Het Degree =
0 means that the cluster is homogeneous and a value of 1 means that the cluster is
completely heterogeneous. In practice, the Het Degree of the compositions that we
built only ranged between 0 and 0.43 because the upper bound was limited by two
different aspects: the slowest nodes, which were limited by the minimum specifications
given by Google, and the fastest nodes, which were limited by the fact that we only
wanted to use commodity hardware.
– Node composition: the number of nodes of each type, shown in Table 5, that make up
the platform.
All the configurations had a local network of 100 Mbps and a standard 10-Mbps broad-
band Internet connection. It is worth pointing out that we always maintained a type N1 node
as the master node in all the configurations.
Given our purpose of analyzing the performance of the new metric in relation to different
Het Degree, we first evaluated the VR over the six specific Liquid Galaxy compositions
given in Table 6 that had three nodes. Each composition is identified by the corresponding
Het Degree.
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Table 6 Liquid Galaxy
composition n Het Degree Node composition
3 0.43 2xN1+ 1xN4
3 0.22 2xN1+ 1xN6
8 0.19 2xN1+ 1xN2+ 1xN3+ 2xN5+ 2xN7
3 0.18 2xN1+ 1xN3
5 0.17 2xN1+ 1xN3+ 1xN5+ 1xN7
3 0.12 2xN1+ 1xN5
3 0.1 2xN1+ 1xN2
3 0 3xN1
Table 7 shows the VR obtained for each composition in the three tours tested and the
Short and Long Timing Jumps. Together with the Het Degree value, the Wavg , which is
the average power (Wi) of the three nodes forming the cluster, and the Wslowest , which
corresponds to the minimum Wi power among them, are shown.
In general, the results in the Table 7 show a significant difference between Short and
Long Timing Jumps, as already seen in the homogeneous test. Likewise, there are more
differences between clusters in the Short Timing Jumps test. The reason of this behavior is
that all the configurations for the Long Timing Jumps, apart from the Het Degree = 0.22
case, had enough time to download the data from the Internet and, as a consequence, the
CPU advantage of some clusters was not highlighted. Thus, we can see that the Timing
Jump of 60s was too long to differentiate the performance between similar clusters. The
exception to this behavior was the case of the Het Degree = 0.22, which obtained very
low values for the City and Town tours. This poor performance reveals that a low Wslowest ,
such as in this case, can lead the cluster’s VR to very low levels. This shows that clusters
Table 7 VR related to heterogeneous clusters
Het Degree Wavg Wslowest City Town Desert
Short timing jump (30s)
0.43 0.71 0.57 14 % 36 % 59 %
0.22 0.49 0.32 4 % 13 % 49 %
0.18 0.50 0.37 8 % 26 % 55 %
0.12 0.60 0.57 14 % 25 % 58 %
0.1 0.53 0.46 11 % 25 % 54 %
0 0.57 0.57 15 % 27 % 57 %
Long Timing Jump (60s)
0.43 0.71 0.57 51 % 57 % 78 %
0.22 0.49 0.32 14 % 24 % 63 %
0.18 0.50 0.37 43 % 54 % 77 %
0.12 0.60 0.57 50 % 56 % 78 %
0.1 0.53 0.46 46 % 53 % 77 %
0 0.57 0.57 48 % 56 % 78 %
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with similar Wavg , such as the case of Het Degree = 0.22 and 0.18, can have significantly
different performance because one of the nodes is very slow.
Focusing on the Short Timing Jumps tests, we can see that the differences between clus-
ters were minimal in the Desert tour. In the Town tour, there were greater differences given
the increase in the number of rendering operations and the consequent parallel increase in
the influence of Wavg . Likewise, we can point out that the fastest cluster (Wavg = 0.71)
obtained the best VR for the Town tour, but not in the City tour. This was due to the broad-
band connection for the tests, this being a common resource of 10Mbps, that did not allow
the CPU speed advantage of the best clusters to be exploited when the data to download
was extremely high. Thus, the VR for the City tour was always below 14 %, which can be
considered unacceptable for a standard user. Note that for the City tour, the homogeneous
configuration (Het Degree = 0) gave slightly better performance, although this differ-
ence was not significant. Apart from the homogeneous case, it is worth emphasizing that
the cluster with the highest heterogeneous degree (Het Degree = 0.43) obtained the best
performance, this being the configuration with the highest Wslowest and Wavg parameters.
In general, we can state that Wavg and WSlowest are the parameters with the greatest
impact on the VR value, whereas the Het Degree does not have as much significance as
we could imagine. Thus, and taking our results into account, it could be established that
heterogeneity is not a problem when building this kind of infrastructure while the Timing
Jump is adjusted to the broadband connection and hardware characteristics of the available
nodes.
In order to analyze the scalability of a heterogeneous Liquid Galaxy platform, the number
of nodes was increased from 3 up to 8 nodes. Likewise, with the aim of isolating the influ-
ence of the size in relation to the others parameters, Het Degree, Wavg and the Wslowest ,
these were maintained close to constant throughout this experimentation.
Table 8 shows the results obtained. In general, we can see that, as expected, the overall
VR decreases when the number of nodes increases. We can see very similar behavior as
in Section 5.3.1 with little differences. The results of this scalability study again show that
heterogeneity is not a problem when building a cluster with different types of node. We can
point out that the Internet connection still limits the speed of renderization, thus becoming
a bottleneck.
Table 8 VR related to the scalability
Node Het Degree Wavg Wslowest City Town Desert
Short Timing Jump (30s)
3 0.18 0.56 0.37 8 % 26 % 55 %
5 0.17 0.52 0.37 2 % 16 % 56 %
8 0.19 0.53 0.37 2 % 8 % 46 %
Long Timing Jump (60s)
3 0.18 0.56 0.37 43 % 54 % 77 %
5 0.17 0.52 0.37 29 % 49 % 78 %
8 0.19 0.53 0.37 16 % 39 % 69 %
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6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we present a cluster display wall infrastructure built with commodity hard-
ware with both homogeneous and heterogeneous configuration of the nodes that make up
the cluster. We analyzed the performance for both kinds of applications, client-server and
master-slave. Given that client-server applications do not represent a significant consump-
tion of resources, we focus on the execution of the Google Earth as a representative case of
master-slave applications that run in this kind of system, so that the results may be indicative
of the viability of using this kind of infrastructure in a wide range of everyday applications
that can benefit from an immersive visualization environment.
The performance analysis of Google Earth showed that CPU, memory and local network
are good enough to visualize the images. However, the bandwidth of the external network
constitutes a bottleneck. This means that the user navigation behavior in the environments
tested is a determining factor for being able to load all the needed data. Thus, the time
interval between consecutive displacements has to be adjusted according to the density of
data of the environment to be visualized.
In order to establish a relationship between performance analysis and the user satisfaction
when using our cluster display platform, we defined the VR (Visualization Rate) parameter.
This measures the visualization time in relation to the total time used in each test. A discount
usability test was performed with real users with different multimedia skills. It was observed
that for both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems, the VR value is mainly influenced
by the environment (amount of 3D buildings to be visualized) and user behavior (interval
of time between consecutive displacements). According to our experience and experimen-
tation, VR values above 30 % can be considered acceptable because this is the minimum
value where the user feels that the time spent loading the images is short in relation to the
visualization time.
Additionally, our results show that for heterogeneous systems, the slowest CPU can have
a negative impact on the VR, whereas the degree of heterogeneity has less influence. On
the other hand, the heterogeneity of the cluster is not a problem when building this kind of
system whenever the power average of the cluster and the power of the slowest node are
above a certain threshold.
Likewise, we tackled the scalability problem for both types of system, the homoge-
neous and the heterogeneous, scaling up to 8 nodes. From this analysis, we can say that
the bottleneck is located in the Internet connection, as it greatly limits the renderization
speed. In general, we saw that the overall VR decreases when the number of nodes is
increased.
In future works, we plan to develop an analytic model to predict the performance of
any given heterogeneous platform. Additionally, we are interested in extending our analysis
of the user experience with the Liquid Galaxy platform by means of eye tracking glasses
combined with other traditional techniques for HCI environments.
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